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Mark Button

Abstract This article explores the policing structures that emerged in the noughties in England and Wales to tackle

economic crime, such as Action Fraud and the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau. This article reviews some of the

growing literature on these structures, in-particular, two reports by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire

and Rescue Services and a major investigation by the Police Foundation which provides a critical review of the police

response to economic crime. This article argues the central problem is the lack of investigative capacity, among

others. It also argues Action Fraud, which has become commonly derided, has become a useful veil from which the

police to hide their inadequate response. This article argues radical change is required to address the investigative

gap through either regionalization or a national solution, through a National Economic Crime Agency. This article

considers some of the arguments for against such approaches and calls for a debate to commence on the future

structures for policing economic crime.

Introduction

Action Fraud has become the focus of media, pub-

lic, and professional vitriol for non-existent or in-

effective response to fraud and related

cybercrimes. This was exemplified by the 2019 ex-

pose of Action Fraud by The Times, where staff

were shown by an undercover reporter to be

mocking and misleading victims (The Times,

2019a,b). One report even featured a retired lead-

ing criminal psychologist, Professor David Canter,

who had fallen victim to a fraud who had reported

it to Action Fraud, a body he had not heard of

until the police referred him, and had been

shocked to discover his case was not investigated,

opining, ‘It is outrageous that cases are not taken

more seriously. By not even taking fraudsters’
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bank account details they cannot possibly find the

networks behind these crimes.’

Fraud and related economic crimes have risen

substantially over the last 30 years largely fuelled

by the technological revolution associated with the

internet and associated forms of communication

(Ibrahim, 2016; Button and Cross, 2017). In

England and Wales, the odds of being a victim of

fraud/computer misuse were four times more than

the burglary (ONS, 2020). The technological

changes that have fuelled immense benefits in

commerce, banking, friendships, etc., have also

facilitated even more ways to become a victim of

crime. Many countries’ law enforcement structures

are only slowly (it at all) adapting to this move

from ‘traditional’ crimes, such as theft, burglary,

robbery, etc., to the crimes of fraud, hacking, ran-

somware, etc. (Button and Cross, 2017; HMICFRS,

2019a,b). In the UK, in the early noughties, policy-

makers began to grapple with these changes and

facilitated a variety of initiatives, such as Action

Fraud, to try to better equip the limited capacity

that existed to deal with fraud and the increasingly

cross-border nature of it (both force boundaries

within the UK and international borders).

This article evaluates some of the reforms that

have been implemented to better tackle fraud in

England and Wales, such as the introduction of

Action Fraud and the National Fraud Intelligence

Bureau (NFIB) along with the wider policing

structures. The article draws upon a growing body

of work that has evaluated these structures, in par-

ticular two reports by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate

of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue Services

(HMICFRS) (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of

Constabulary, 2019a,b), a significant investigation

of the policing of fraud by the Police Foundation

(2018), a report on Action Fraud commissioned

by the City of London Police (COLP) (Mackey

and Savill, 2020) and several other articles and

reports (e.g. The Times, 2019a, b; Which, 2019).

Some of these have been deep and intensive inves-

tigations. For example, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate

of Constabulary (2019a) involved 750 interviews,

the inspection of 11 forces, 9 ROCUs, the National

Crime Agency, Action Fraud among others, and

the review of 250 calls from the public and 250

investigations, among extensive data analysis.

HMICFRS (2019b) involved over 600 interviews

and inspection of 10 forces, Action Fraud and

NFIB, the analysis of 232 calls from the public and

129 investigations, among extensive data collection

and analysis. The Police Foundation report was

based upon 107 interviews, a survey of strategic

leads in policing, a workforce survey, trading

standards survey, case file analysis, and extensive

analysis of data and other literature. This body of

work has produced extensive data on the oper-

ation of the policing structures dealing with fraud

and cyber-dependent crime. All have made rela-

tively conservative recommendations around the

existing structures to improve the response

to fraud, with the exception of the Police

Foundation, which advocates a move towards a re-

gional response towards fraud. This article consid-

ers this argument and also evaluates an even more

radical solution of the creation of a national re-

sponse through a National Economic Crime

Agency (NECA), which has also been advocated in

the past in Conservative manifestos and by an in-

fluential think tank among others (Fisher, 2010;

Brooks and Button, 2011; Ryder, 2011).

The purpose of this article is not to set out a

blueprint for a new national or regional bodies, it

is to look at the arguments for and against such

changes and to stimulate a debate. The deep

reviews of the policing of fraud and computer mis-

use expose serious gaps which are unlikely to be

seriously addressed within the confines of current

structures and with ever increasing volumes of

these types of crime, starting a debate about more

radical solutions seems timely and appropriate.

The tsunami of fraud and cyber-
dependent crime

Economic crime is an increasingly used term with-

out a rigorous definition, which is generally
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assumed to cover fraud, corruption, money laun-

dering, intellectual property crime, and certain

cyber-crimes, which facilitate these. This article is

largely focused around fraud and cyber-dependent

crime, but use will be made of the term economic

crime too when a broader view is required. Fraud,

is a term that covers a wide range of criminal

behaviours (as well as civil wrongs), perhaps best

summarized by Section 2 of the Fraud Act 2006,

where a person, ‘dishonestly makes a false repre-

sentation, and intends, by making the representa-

tion to make a gain for himself or another, or to

cause loss to another or to expose another to risk

of loss’. The essence is deception that is used to

cause a gain to the perpetrator and/or a loss to the

victim. There are a wide range of different types of

fraud, some of which also have their own special

legislation (such as benefits fraud), of which some

of the most common are advanced fee frauds, in-

vestment frauds, romance frauds, consumer

frauds, credit card frauds, and insurance frauds to

name some. Cyber-dependent or computer misuse

crime covers crimes under the 1990 Computer

Misuse Act which can only be perpetrated via in-

formation technology such as hacking, computer

viruses, distributed denial of service attacks, and

ransomware. Many of these offences often overlap

with fraud (although not all), such as hacking of

customer databases to secure personal data that

enable the criminal to either directly use it to per-

petrate fraud (such as using credit card details to

purchase goods and services) or to sell on the

darkweb for others to do so.

There is nothing new about fraud, but the catalyst

of technological advances of the last three decades

has increased the volume of these offences substan-

tially. Combined with the addition of the cyber-de-

pendent crimes (computer misuse offences, such as

hacking, malware attacks, ransomware, etc.) to the

Crime Survey for England and Wales (CSEW) these

have served to almost double crime. In the first pub-

lication of the experimental statistics these offences

added 5.2 million crimes (3.4 million fraud and 1.8

million computer misuse) to the 5.9 traditional

crimes experienced by individuals in year ending

March 2017 (ONS, 2017). Figure 1 illustrates more

recent statistics from the CSEW with, in the year

ending December 2019 there were 5.8 million crimes

(non-fraud and computer misuse), 3.8 million

frauds, and just under 1 million computer misuse.

The National Fraud Authority (NFA) had also

commissioned research on the impact of fraud on

victims which had highlighted consequences com-

parable to other traditional volume crimes for

All crime excluding fraud and computer misuse Fraud Computer Misuse

Figure 1: CSEW crime for year ending December 2019
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many (Button et al., 2009) as did the Sentencing

Council (Kerr et al., 2013).

It is also important to note that fraud and cyber-

dependent crime have always posed unique chal-

lenges to the police. First, they are covered by spe-

cialist legislation that most police officers are not

trained deeply in and which the nature of these

offences requires such training. Secondly, with most

other volume crimes there is often clear evidence of

a crime and forensic evidence to harvest (a burglary

might involve a broken window, possible finger-

prints and DNA evidence, witnesses, and lost

property). With many frauds and computer misuse

offences this is not the case. Some frauds—and this

is common with consumer frauds—there might

also be a question over whether it is a criminal or

civil matter, bringing into doubt whether the police

should actually be involved. There might also be

very limited evidence and leads to pursue or special-

ist knowledge and skills is needed to pursue. For

example, a website that has lured victims to pay

money for something false requires special training

for an investigator to try and identify who is behind

it and where the money has gone. Thirdly, with

fraud and computer misuse there are many other

states (e.g. Serious Fraud Office (SFO), Financial

Conduct Authority) and private bodies (private

investigators, insurance companies, banks, etc.)

who investigate such crimes creating confusion and

excuses not to become involved for some agencies

(Levi, 1987; Button, 2019). Finally, many of these

crimes cross both force and national borders caus-

ing additional challenges. All of these combined and

make fraud and cyber-dependent a challenge for the

police to deal with.

The noughties and the road to
change

Policing before the noughties

During the 1980s the most significant develop-

ment in the policing of fraud was the Roskill

Committee on Frauds Trials, established in 1983

and reporting in 1986, it made a series of recommen-

dations relating to the policing, prosecution, and

trials related to serious fraud (Levi, 1986a). One of

the most significant was for a unified body to investi-

gate and prosecute serious frauds, which paved the

way for the establishment of the SFO in 1987.

Research on the police and fraud was rare in the

1980s, 1990s, and noughties, but the small body of

knowledge illustrated a number of common

themes. First, a diversity of state and private bodies

‘regulating fraud’ (Levi, 1987). Secondly, a frag-

mented police capacity with some forces with

specialist fraud squads, some with none, but most

with limited resources (Levi, 1986b, 1987; Gannon

and Doig, 2010). Thirdly, that fraud was generally

a low priority for the police and policy-makers

with Doig et al. (2001, p. 108) noting at the start

of the noughties:

. . .fraud is invariably not seen as core

priority; it is not a Home Office ob-

jective and, apart from one force, not

a force performance measure.

By the mid-noughties, however, two reports

were published which triggered policy changes

that laid the foundations for the current structures

of policing. Commissioned by the Attorney

General, these two ‘Fraud Review’ report con-

ducted a very deep investigation into the extent,

prevention, investigation, and prosecution of

fraud in the UK. The review culminated in a hefty

interim report and even larger final report pub-

lished in 2006 with 62 recommendations (Fraud

Review Team, 2006a,b). The final report was to lay

the groundwork for developing structures in coun-

tering fraud that still exists today. It is not the

purpose of this article to explore the findings of

the Fraud Review in any depth, but they were

damning, exposing a crime that was estimated to

be a major cost to society, limited capacity in in-

vestigation in law enforcement, few prosecutions

for fraud, limited co-operation, and poor support

for victims to name some. The 62 recommenda-

tions included the following suggestions:
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� The creation of a Nation Fraud Reporting

Centre;

� the formation of a Nation Fraud Strategic

Authority;

� for the COLP to become the ‘lead force’ na-

tionally for fraud; and

� for better measurement of fraud.

The report had impact and in 2008 the National

Fraud Strategic Authority (NFSA) was created

with a remit to better gauge the size of the prob-

lem and facilitate across the public, private, and

voluntary sectors of the economy more effective

action to deal with fraud. It was also given respon-

sibility for implementing the recommendation on

developing a national fraud reporting centre,

which was later named Action Fraud. The NFSA

soon shortened its name to the NFA and published

some significant estimates of the size of the prob-

lem of fraud (National Fraud Authority, 2012).

In 2010, however, a new Conservative

Government was elected with an aim to cut quan-

gos and the NFA was culled in 2014 with most of

its functions redistributed. For many who had wel-

comed the focus of a national government agency

directed at fraud at a time of rising rates, this

seemed a negative step. Nevertheless, Action Fraud

was moved to the COLP, which had already been

given lead national status in response to the Fraud

Review and which also hosts the NFIB and Fraud

Academy. Other functions undertaken by the NFA

were transferred to the National Crime Agency

and the Home Office. The annual fraud indicator

was one function that was dropped and not taken

on by any of the other public organizations.

Figure 2 provides a detailed description of the

fraud policing structures in the UK.

Assessing the fraud policing
structure of England and Wales

In this section the fraud policing structures in

England and Wales will be evaluated using the

growing number of depth investigations that have

been published in recent years using a variety of

themes.

Better reporting, intelligence, and analysis

National reporting for crimes that regularly cross

both force and national borders is clearly beneficial

in the fragmented policing system in the UK. As

Which (2019) was to note in its largely critical re-

port on Action Fraud:

Before Action Fraud, local police

forces often failed to share fraud

reports with each other, so scam out-

fits could target victims around the

UK without anyone spotting the big-

ger picture. The introduction of

Action Fraud had at least one major

benefit. Expert crime reviewers and

analysts at NFIB receive fraud reports

from all over the UK and form a

broad intelligence picture. They can

spot groups of scams linked by bank

account details, names or other data

(known as ‘networks’) and act quick-

ly to allocate them to forces, or dis-

rupt them (Which, 2019).

The advent of Action Fraud has brought with it

increased reporting of fraud and data collection.

This can better help victims and potential victims

by quicker disruption of schemes targeting mul-

tiple victims and understanding the impact and

needs of the victims (Correia, 2019). As will be

shown shortly there has been criticism of the rec-

ognition of Action Fraud. But the reality is in the

years preceding it there had been a marked decline

in reports, which since formation has markedly

picked up. Indeed, there was substantial evidence

of fraud victims sent on merry-go-rounds of dif-

ferent agencies trying to report prior to Action

Fraud (Button et al., 2009). Now there is much

greater clarity: Action Fraud or the police, the lat-

ter of which should refer on to Action Fraud un-

less it is a ‘crime in progress’.
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City of London Police 

The City of London Police is the National lead force on fraud covering this crime on the National Police Chiefs 
Council (NPCC). This role entails a range of functions, but the most important of which it undertakes are 
responsibility for Action Fraud and National Fraud Intelligence Bureau and running the Fraud Academy. The force 
is also important because it also has one of the largest group of fraud and economic crime related officers largely 
due to its location in the City of London. 

Action Fraud 

The City of London Police contract out Action Fraud to a private provider, who run a call centre to receive 
telephone reports and a website for reporting and providing advice and support for victims. It is the: 

• The single reporting centre for all fraud and cyber-crime reports from members of the public in England 
and Wales and Northern Ireland (Scotland recently withdrew and returned to receiving reports via the 
police). It receives these: 

o Directly from members of the public over the telephone (8 am–8 pm Monday to Friday for fraud). 
o Directly from members of the public via the online reporting tool on the Action Fraud website. 
o Directly from police forces or other law enforcement agencies on behalf of victims through the 

online reporting tool on the Action Fraud website. 
o Directly from businesses using the online bulk reporting tool on the Action Fraud website (HMIC, 

2019a). 

National Fraud Intelligence Bureau 

The National Fraud Intelligence Bureau (NFIB) processes the information received by Action Fraud, along with 
information supplied by other agencies, such as Cifas and UK Finance on their database called the Know Fraud 
system. The bureau is staffed by police officers and other police staff and is not contracted out. In theory when an 
investigation appears viable, it is allocated to a police force or other law enforcement agency for investigation by the 
NFIB. It also provides forces and agencies with intelligence products. These include: 

• Victim care packages, which provide details of vulnerable victims who need additional support; 
• monthly victim lists, of all the fraud and cybercrime victims in a force area; 
• six-monthly force profiles, of fraud and cybercrime in the force area; and  
• threat updates of emerging types of fraud/cybercrime. 

The NFIB also hosts the Know Fraud Database. This contains all fraud-related crime reports. It uses numerous tools 
to analyse data related to crimes solvability factors. Those that meet these criteria are allocated to staff within the 
bureau to review, analyse and develop. When there are viable lines of enquiry to pursue the offender, the matter is 
referred to the relevant police force or other law enforcement agency to pursue. This could be a police force, but also 
another relevant enforcement body, such as Trading Standards for consumer frauds and the Financial Conduct 
Authority for financial services related frauds. Victims who report to Action Fraud receive two potential outcomes: a 
follow-up letter stating no further action or lines of enquiry have been identified and it will be forwarded to relevant 
enforcement body for potential investigation. 

Other key state actors 

The National Crime Agency took on some of the functions of the old NFA related to developing a national strategy. 
The NCA hosts a National Economic Crime Centre as well as a small capacity for fraud investigation and it 
generally focuses upon serious organized crime. The Home Office is also important in funding many initiatives and 
holding a significant research capacity in this area. In the UK the police are divided into territorial separate police 
forces (and some national specialist police such as the British Transport Police) which include 43 in England and 
Wales, 1 in Scotland, and 1 in Northern Ireland. It is important to note the priorities and division of resources, 
including how much is dedicated to fraud, are largely decided by each of them (influenced by the political structures 
that oversee them—Police and Crime Commissioners/Mayors in England and Wales and regional governments in 
Scotland and Northern Ireland and the Home Office). 

There are also some other important investigative bodies dedicated to fraud, some of which are noted here: 

• Serious Fraud Office: which has responsibility for the investigation and prosecution serious fraud and 
corruption; 

• Financial Conduct Authority: which regulates the financial services sector and conducts enforcement action 
related to fraud in this area; and  

• Trading Standards: the local government staff who enforce trading and consumer law and conduct some 
fraud investigations. 

Figure 2: The Fraud Policing Structures in United Kingdom
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The distribution of intelligence and cases with

potential leads to pursue should also have in the-

ory led law enforcement to save resources and bet-

ter target cases with potential to pursue and there

is an evidence that this has been occurring albeit

on a small scale (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of

Constabulary, 2019a,b). The Fraud Investigation

Model, advocated by the COLP (which builds in

alternatives to criminal prosecution when this is

not possible, such as disruption by closing bank

accounts, websites, etc.) also provides the basis for

more realistic responses to frauds. Many reported

cases which have not led to criminal justice out-

comes have led to websites being taken down,

bank accounts closed, cease, and desist action

among others. Indeed, in the 2014–15 period the

City of London Police (2016, p. 15) sent over

150,000 requests to partners in the UK and abroad

to suspend websites, telephone numbers, and bank

accounts linked to criminal activity, and closed

down 3,889 websites in the UK alone. These

actions would have prevented many further

crimes, although how many is difficult to deter-

mine and has not been estimated.

Recognition and reputation of Action Fraud

Action Fraud is the centre of the web of new struc-

tures created and has not gathered the high visibil-

ity hoped for. It has also developed a negative

brand among many that do recognize it. Research

by Couture and Pardoe (2017, p. 22) found:

The findings suggest that awareness

of the official bodies established to

tackle fraud is low. Asked who they

would be most likely to report a

scam to, nearly half (48%) of people

said the police, with very small num-

bers naming Action Fraud (5%).

Many victims (and some professionals) do not

understand what Action Fraud is (HMIC, 2015;

Which, 2019). Indeed, HMICFRS (2015, p. 70)

secured evidence from one senior officer who con-

sidered Chief Constables had, ‘given [fraud] in its

entirety to Action Fraud.’ Some victims think it is

a specialist police agency, which will conduct an

investigation, leading to expectations of such a re-

sponse (Button et al., 2020). As evidence to the

Home Affairs Committee submitted by the COLP

noted:

an expectation by some members of

the public that most, if not all, frauds

should be investigated. Operationally

this is not feasible (House of

Commons Home Affairs Committee,

2018, p. 23).

Action Fraud is in reality a call centre provided

by a private company under contract to the COLP.

The staffs, it employs, are largely low skilled and

paid at around the minimum wage. It has no cap-

acity to investigate. However, even in the area it

does have responsibility for there is an evidence of

areas in need of improvement.

The Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary

(2019a) in their assessment found the growing vol-

umes of fraud had led to an increase in an average

call length from 12 min in 2012 to 19 min in 2018,

between April 2016 and March 2018, call waiting

times had increased from 8 to 16 min on average

and HMIC noted abandoned calls were at 37% for

the year to March 2018. These increases both

stretch the limited resources of Action Fraud and

frustrate victims who wish to report their incident

as quickly as possible. Some victims struggled with

the online reporting system too, which had subse-

quently changed by Action Fraud (Her Majesty’s

Inspectorate of Constabulary, 2019a; Button et al.,

2020).

The standing of Action Fraud, however, was

damaged even further by an investigation by The

Times newspaper published in 2019 which placed

an under-cover reporter in the organization. The

newspaper ran a series of front-page exposes with

titles, such as ‘Action Fraud Investigation: Victims

Misled and Mocked as Police Fail to Investigate’,

‘Action Fraud: Thousands of Cybercrime Cases

Ignored due to a Computer Glitch’, and ‘Action
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Fraud: Victims Tell their Stories of Despair’. One

of the Times reports highlighted how:

managers at Action Fraud mocked

those who have lost money as

‘morons’, ‘screwballs’ and ‘psychos’

(The Times, 2019a).

The reports exposed many other negatives be-

yond the mocking of victims. There were cases of

victims with an evidence that could help in an in-

vestigation being ignored and led to believe their

cases would be investigated. The reports also high-

lighted young workers with limited training have

been thrown into handling discussions with highly

distressed victims. Such was the concern that arose

from the reports the City of London commis-

sioned a detailed report into Action Fraud which

identified numerous areas for improvement

(Mackey and Savill, 2020).

The performance of the NFIB

The NFIB has a much lower profile than the

Action Fraud, but undertakes some of the most

significant work in identifying cases which could

be investigated. The assessment of cases submitted

to Action Fraud with the computer algorithm and

case handler’s appraisal determines whether the

case has at least the chance of an investigation.

HMIC noted that despite the increase in volume

of fraud there had not been a corresponding in-

crease in staff. The Police Foundation noted that it

takes on average 54 days from report to dissemin-

ation. A long period of time when it comes to

fraud, by which time many of leads (if they were

to be pursued) may well have disappeared. HMIC

found the packages that were sent to forces for

potential investigation were mixed in quality, with

some:

. . .not easy to read or interpret and

we considered they would be difficult

to use for investigators who were ei-

ther, not trained to deal with fraud or

who were not regularly investigating

it (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of

Constabulary, 2019a, p16).

A report by Which (2019) also questioned the

quality of some cases, noting some police forces,

‘being given “appallingly” low numbers of detailed

fraud cases to investigate’.

Once reported victims should be kept informed

on the progress of their case, be provided with ad-

vice and support. Several investigations have also

found an evidence of delays in response to this

provision and in some cases not provided at all

(see Police Foundation, 2018; Her Majesty’s

Inspectorate of Constabulary, 2019a; The Times,

2019a,b; Which, 2019; Button et al., 2020).

Level of police resources and priority

Action Fraud might be the focus of much negative

attention, but the reality is the most significant

problem is the lack of resources and priority given

to investigation by police forces. Several studies

over the years have sought to gauge the level of in-

vestigative capacity in the police directed at fraud

(Fraud Review Team, 2006a,b; Button et al., 2015;

Gannon and Doig, 2010). The most recent assess-

ment conducted by the Police Foundation (2018)

noted that there were 1,455 FTE police personnel

working in economic crime in England and Wales,

nearly half of which were civilian staffs (n¼ 667)

and it must be noted, economic crime covers in

addition to fraud, money laundering, corruption,

etc. In 2017, the total number of police officers in

England and Wales was 123,143 (House of

Commons Library, 2020, p. 24), which would

mean the 788 police officers amounted to 0.6% of

police officers dedicated to fraud. Considering

fraud (and computer misuse crime) amounts to a

third to half of all crime against individuals this is

a huge mismatch. Many senior police officers

would argue that general police officers and detec-

tives also have capability for many fraud and com-

puter misuse investigations, but the reality is that

such crimes are generally not a priority for such

officers and the specialist nature of many of these
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offences requires special skills, which many officers

do not feel they possess (Bossler et al., 2020).

Indeed the Police Foundation (2018) noted from a

survey of police officers in three forces that 86%

thought fraud should be investigated by specialists

and 74% felt that they did not have enough time

to deal with a fraud case or victim.

Resources illustrate the low priority given by

most police forces towards crime, although this

does vary across forces. For example, the House of

Commons Home Affairs Committee (2018, p. 26)

found:

In the year ending March 2017, for

example, Devon & Cornwall

received 1,055 referrals from the

NFIB but recorded just one judicial

outcome, along with 33 non-judicial

outcomes. In contrast, West Mercia

police received 388 referrals but

recorded 288 judicial outcomes and

274 non-judicial outcomes. In the-

ory, any investigation should result

in an outcome, suggesting that in

many forces, a substantial propor-

tion of fraud offences are not being

investigated (or they are not record-

ing outcomes accurately).

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary

(2019a, p. 50) in their inspection found fraud was

generally given a low priority and one interviewee

even told them:

Everything is against fraud. It is not a

priority, not sexy, people don’t report

it and it is difficult to prove, which

takes time, resources and money.

The low priority and resources available for

fraud are the most significant problems, because

this ultimately undermines any of the benefits that

arise from Action Fraud and the NFIB. The po-

lice simply do not have the resources to process

a significant number of the cases referred to

them. Indeed, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of

Constabulary (2019a, p. 5) even found:

some forces seeking reasons not to

investigate allegations of fraud – one

force filed, with no further action, 96

percent of the cases it received from

the National Fraud Intelligence

Bureau; some of these cases had a

good degree of evidence, including

identified suspects. Staff performing

this role were clear that their function

was to ‘reduce demand’.

Even in forces with capacity they were unable to

cope. The Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of

Constabulary (2019a) found two forces they

inspected accounted for 46% of NFIB dissemina-

tions, but these forces filed 37% of these cases

without further investigation. These were cases

which had been identified as having viable lines of

enquiry.

The consequence of the low resources and pri-

ority is significant attrition. Both Her Majesty’s

Inspectorate of Constabulary (2019a,b) and the

Police Foundation have noted this and the latter

argued:

While 3.2 million frauds were esti-

mated to have taken place in 2017–

18, just 638,882 frauds were recorded

by the police and industry bodies.

For every crime reported just one in

13 was allocated for investigation and

in that same period only 8,313 cases

resulted in a charge/summons, cau-

tion, or community resolution, repre-

senting just three per cent of the

number reported to the police (Police

Foundation, 2018, p. 4).

As the House of Commons Home Affairs

Committee (2018, p. 27), noted, ‘The proportion

of fraud cases being investigated is shockingly

low. . .’.
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Level of specialist training

The COLP Academy, which leads on fraud train-

ing and is the biggest provider in this area in polic-

ing, although some forces do their own. Her

Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (2019a)

found it only trains about 130 officers per year—

another very small number given the scale of the

problem. Consequently, not only are many police

officers who investigate untrained in the speciality

of fraud, they also lack knowledge of important

tools, such as the Fraud Investigation Model and

the products disseminated by the NFIB. The Police

Foundation (2018, p. 75) also found strategic leads

in policing, ‘believed insufficient training was pro-

vided to practitioners in their local investigation

(61%), neighbourhood (62.5%), or response

teams (71%).’

Proposals to fill the gap

Some of the negative issues identified above relate

to organizational structures, the ways things are

done, quality of staff, training, etc., which could be

implemented relatively easily. Indeed, many of the

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary

(2019a,b) fall into this category. However, the

problems of resources and priority, linked to

some of the others can only be tackled by

more radical reform. The Police Foundation has

set out proposals for a regional solution and

national solutions have also been advocated in the

past. This article will now consider these two ideas

illustrating the advantages and disadvantages.

Regional solutions

The Police Foundation (2018) and subsequent

articles published by its authors (Skidmore et al.,

2020) have pushed for a more radical solution

recommending:

Fraud investigations should no longer

be the responsibility of local police

forces and all investigations should

be handled by regional fraud

investigation units that would exist

alongside the Regional Organised

Crime Units. This network of region-

al units should be coordinated and

tasked by the City of London Police

as the lead force accountable to the

Home Office (Police Foundation,

2018, p. 72).

The desire for more local and regional based

approaches is something Doig and Levi (2020)

have advocated who are also critical of top-down

London centric approaches. Mackey and Savill

(2020) also argued for greater investigative resour-

ces located at a regional level.

a) Advantages. The main advantage of the re-

gional approach is that it would create greater or-

ganizational capacity to deal with economic crime

in both resources and expertise. The very small

economic crime capacity that exists in many police

forces could be better utilized at a regional level

with bigger teams able to better learn from one an-

other, target resources more effectively, and

undertake larger investigations.

Regional bodies would be much closer to their

communities than a national solution and with

some regions having very strong identities, such as

the North East, policing could become more tail-

ored to those needs. Although there still might

be a risk in large regions that certain areas receive

disproportionate interest.

b) Disadvantages. There are already regional

structures in policing, such as the Regional

Organized Crime Units (ROCUs) and outside of

policing circles these are not widely recognized.

One of the challenges of a regional response is that

existing and past regional police structures have

suffered from a number of problems. They have

lacked clear leadership and direction and account-

ability mechanisms have been less effective

(Harfield, 2008). Such bodies are often low in pro-

file and have lacked the strength and status to
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withstand the organizational politics and turbu-

lence of policing. For example, the National Crime

Agency’s antecedents stretch back through the

Serious Organized Crime Agency, formed in part

from the National Crime Squad, which emerged

from the merger of Regional Crime Squads, illus-

trating the longevity of some regional bodies.

They would also add a further dimension of

complexity, as organizations and overseas bodies

seeking to deal with the fraud police in the UK

would still face multiple bodies, albeit less than the

present. There are therefore weaknesses in the re-

gional solutions offered.

As with the national solution about to be dis-

cussed there would also be a risk as a consequence

of regionalization local police forces abandoned

economic crime completely and if such bodies

were not adequately funded the impact on eco-

nomic crime could be compromised.

National solutions

Button et al. (2008) argued that the Fraud Review

could be laying the foundations for a national

fraud police or national counter fraud executive.

In both scenarios one based upon a national

COLP force bringing in more resources and po-

tentially encompassing the SFO too. The other was

a more radical proposal of more preventative ori-

entated regulatory body rooted in a Health and

Safety Executive model. Brooks and Button (2011)

also argued for a more national led solution to

fraud investigation. Fisher (2010) wrote a report

for the influential think tank Policy Exchange

arguing for a new national ‘Financial Crime

Enforcement Agency’ either built upon the SFO or

a new body incorporating the functions of the

SFO, Financial Services Authority (now financial

Conduct Authority), what was then the Office of

Fair Trading (2006) as well as some parts of HM

Revenue and Customs and the relevant prosecu-

tion arms. Ryder (2011, p. 261) came to a similar

conclusion arguing:

The effectiveness of these anti-fraud

agencies must be questioned. There is a

considerable degree of overlap among

the SFO and FSA; both have extensive

investigative and prosecutorial powers

that seek to achieve the same objective.

The failures of the SFO are well docu-

mented; however, the FSA’s effective-

ness must be questioned because of its

obsession with combating money laun-

dering. It is recommended that a single

financial crime agency should be estab-

lished to coordinate the UKs fraud pol-

icy with extensive investigative and

prosecutorial powers.

The 2010 Conservative Party manifesto was to

argue for such a Fisher/Ryder structure (Ryder,

2011). This was never implemented and was miss-

ing from the 2015 manifesto, returning in 2017

with a less ambitious plan to merge the SFO with

the NCA:

We will strengthen Britain’s response

to white collar crime by incorporat-

ing the Serious Fraud Office into the

National Crime Agency, improving

intelligence sharing and bolstering the

investigation of serious fraud, money

laundering and financial crime

(Conservative and Unionist Party,

2017, p. 44).

By the 2019 manifesto there was only reference

to the creation of a ‘new national cyber crime

force’ (Conservative and Unionist Party, 2019, p.

19) with a very little detail to its composition.

The NECA considered here goes much further

than the regional solution by not only considering

the merger on police capacity into a national body,

but also some of the other existing national and

local bodies discussed above. If a national body was

to be considered another important aspect of the

debate would be the extent to which some existing

national and police bodies were part of it.
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a) Advantages. One of the most significant

advantages would be bringing together the expert-

ise of relevant economic crime policing capacity

creating an organization with extensive expertise,

substantial resources, and economies of scale.

There is a debate over the extent to which different

bodies it should cover different policing bodies,

but for the basis of this article the debate will be

started with the most radical configuration.

Figure 3 outlines what a NECA might be formed

from. At its slimmest it could be the police cap-

acity alone merged at its widest (Figure 3).

The creation of a ‘NECA’ could bring together

the capacity of the COLP (Action Fraud, NFIB,

Fraud Academy, Investigative capacity, including

specialist units), the SFO and the small capacity of

the National Crime Agency dedicated towards eco-

nomic crime. It could also swallow the current

constabulary capacity in economic crime teams at

force and regional level. There are other bodies

with a significant role in tackling different forms

of economic crime where there might be a case for

their inclusion too, such as the enforcement arms

of the Financial Conduct Authority, Competition

and Markets Authority, and trading standards offi-

cers currently within local government.

Some economic crime enforcement bodies have

already developed more wide ranging and innova-

tive approaches to counter economic crime, such

as the COLP fraud investigation model, the SFOs

use of alternatives to criminal prosecution, and

trading standards use of the civil law and orders

such as the Anti-Social Behaviour Order (Levi,

1987; Button et al., 2015; Her Majesty’s

Inspectorate of Constabulary, 2019a; Hock, 2020).

Bringing together a wide range of organizations

could lead to such innovative approaches spread-

ing across the whole organization. Figure 4 pro-

vides an example of the wide range of approaches

which could be used. The expertise and training

for many of these tools require a critical mass

in an organization and such a ‘heterogeneous’

Preven�on and disrup�on 

Campaigns
Closing websites, telephone 
numbers, bank accounts etc
Cease and desist le�ers

Alterna�ve legal remedies

Asset/money confisca�on 
Deferred prosecu�on agreements 
(neogo�ated se�lements)
Financial penal�es 
Civil ac�ons
Blocklists of confirmed offenders
Regulatory sanc�ons

Criminal prosecu�on

Criminal prosecu�on 

Figure 4: A hypothetical ‘heterogeneous’ prevention, disruption and enforcement strategy

Na�onal 
Economic 

Crime 
Agency

City of London 
Police

Serious Fraud 
Office

Na�onal Crime 
Agency 

economic 
crime capacity Contabularies' 

and regional 
economic 

crime capacity

FCA 
Enforcement, 
CMA, Trading 

Standards

Figure 3: The potential components of the NECA
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approach, which might be more difficult to

achieve in regional bodies.

A strong central body could also be much better

at developing partnerships with other policing and

enforcement bodies, the private sector, and rele-

vant bodies in other countries. COLP is already

involved in some partnerships, but there are so

many more where a single coherent police voice

would be much more effective from the regional

and specialist fraud forums to international net-

works. There are a large number of bodies where

one central police body, such as the NECA, could

be more effective in negotiating and setting struc-

tures for regional and local partnerships too. It

would also enable clearer, better, and more rela-

tionships with overseas law enforcement, some-

thing the current structures do not facilitate

(Cross, 2020).

b) Disadvantages. There would be risks to a

national organization too. The experience of

Action Fraud has shown how this has given some

forces the justification to further reduce their com-

mitment to fraud. A strong argument could be

that any national body (even if narrower than the

much wider structure considered here) would lead

to the complete abandonment of fraud and eco-

nomic crime by the police.

If the new NECA did have the capacity to fill the

gap this would not be a problem, but a serious risk

would be the NECA in times of austerity is formed

with inadequate resources. This could create a

body that is still born if there are not enough

resources. However, for some force areas with a

very little fraud activity and the many victims that

already do not experience an investigation this

would be a low risk.

Another potential problem already alluded to is

such a body would be London centric and out of

touch. This risk could be addressed and it would

be imperative on the creators to ensure structures

were in place to avoid this with regional

offices and engagement with communities and

stakeholders.

Another concern is that the NECA might gravi-

tate towards only the serious economic crimes,

neglecting low-level frauds. Again it would be im-

perative for the creators to ensure structures such

that this does not take place.

Conclusion

Economic crime is the most common type of

crime and costs society billions of pounds. In the

current policing structures economic crime will al-

ways be the ‘Cinderella’ crime falling behind other

policing priorities and lacking the resources

required for agencies to effectively tackle it. Much

of economic crime requires specialist knowledge

and skills (Bossler et al., 2020; Skidmore et al.,

2020). This article has explored two radical solu-

tions to address some of these problems: a move

towards regional investigation of economic crime

or the even more radical solution of the creation

of a new NECA, which could be based upon only

the existing police capacity at the ‘thin’ end,

through to a much more radical composition

incorporating other existing national bodies too.

This article has explored some of the advantages

and disadvantages of these approaches. The evi-

dence strongly suggests one of these alternatives is

necessary, the status quo even implementing some

of the less radical reforms advocated by

HMICFRS, the Police Foundation and others still

ultimately face the challenge of resources and pri-

ority in the existing local structures. This article

has not sought to identify the clear solution, but

rather to provide two options and most import-

antly start a debate long overdue on the future

structures for policing economic crime in the UK.
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